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AbstractThe paper addresses constraints on long-distance extraction in categorialgrammar, involving formulation and application of logical extensions of Lam-bek calculus. Structural facilitation, i.e. controlled import of structural prop-erties from higher in the hierarchy of substructural logics, is complementedby a proposal for structural inhibition: controlled import of structural prop-erties from lower in the hierarchy. A treatment is developed which includesisland constraints, licensing of subject extraction, `assure'-type \extractiononly" valencies, `whom'-binding of downstairs but not upstairs nominativepositions, and variation in the penetrative power of �llers.



1Structural Facilitation and StructuralInhibitionCoordination of non-constituents, prosodic phrasing, and incremental in-terpretation have been taken to motivate a dissolution of constituent struc-ture in categorial grammar (Steedman 1987; Dowty 1987). The associativeLambek calculus instantiates the most extreme position in this respect: itrecognises no constituent structure at all. And at the same time as being to-tally undiscriminating with respect to dominance structure, it is totally rigidwith respect to linear ordering. In these senses associative Lambek calcu-lus is linguistically both too strong and too weak, overgenerating as regardsdomain constraints, and undergenerating as regards linear exibility.Associative Lambek calculus occupies a position in a substructural hier-archy of logics between the stronger linear logic (which recognises no linearordering) and the weaker non-associative Lambek calculus (which recognisesbinary dominance structure). The limitation with respect to order variationhas been addressed by adding structural operators e�ecting structural facili-tation (Morrill et al. 1990; Barry et al. 1991), in the spirit of linear logic (Gi-rard 1987). This constitutes controlled import of structural properties fromstronger logics in the substructural hierarchy. The present article developsthe proposal of Morrill (1992) to move in the opposite direction also, usingoperators for structural inhibition: controlled import of structural proper-ties from a logic weaker in the substructural hierarchy (the non-associativeLambek calculus). An embedding translation is conjectured. Structural fa-cilitation and inhibition are put to work together in the characterisation ofislands to extraction (Complex Noun Phrase Constraint, Subject Condition,subject of possessive, and Coordinate Structure Constraint), and in the char-acterisation of di�erential penetrability.



21 Categorial GrammarThis paper concerns itself with constraints on long-distance extraction incategorial grammar in the \logical" tradition. Such a tradition can be con-trasted with the \uni�catory" one (cf. HPSG; Pollard and Sag 1987, 1993)where unbounded dependencies are mediated by feature percolation, and the\combinatory" one, where they are mediated by non-logical rules, i.e. ruleswhich are not the theorems of an interpretation of categorial types. The log-ical approach (Moortgat 1988, van Benthem 1991, Morrill 1992) by contrastaims to generate under rules which are the logical validities according to themeaning of categorial connectives.The core categorial calculi on this design (based on interpretation byresiduation in semigroups and groupoids, cf. e.g. Lambek 1987) are the as-sociative and non-associative Lambek calculi (Lambek 1958, 1961). Thenon-associative system NL projects a hierarchical structure which blocksnon-local dependencies. But the associative system L delivers unboundeddependencies under assignment of fronted elements such as relative pronounsto types of the form R/(S/N). There is however only scope to allow extrac-tion from left or right frontier positions; furthermore, the associative Lambekcalculus o�ers no form of constraint on extraction, e.g. domains such as com-plex noun phrases and coordinate structures cannot be speci�ed as islands.The present proposals aim to redress this under- and over-generation.With respect to the undergeneration, two approaches facilitating medialextraction have been forwarded within the logical tradition: discontinuityoperators (Moortgat 1988) under which a relative pronoun may be a higher-order functor over a \wrapping" functor: R/(S"N), and structural operatorswhich allow assignment as a functor over a functor over e.g. commutableN: R/(S/4N). We will argue that the latter approach probably o�ers mostprospects for treatments including domains which are semi-islandlike.One way of increasing the discriminatory power of basic Lambek calculusis to add universal modality (Morrill 1989, 1990). Where certain functors areof category B= A, inducing a modal domain on their argument, a higher or-der functor C=(D=E) can only exercise a dependency into the modal domainif E itself is modalised, i.e. is of the form E0. For such e�ects to be madeto work however each lexical category needs to be modalised. These circum-stances arise naturally in the use of semantically active universal modality forintensionality, meaning that some constraints can be formulated with respect



3to intensional domains (e.g. tensed S constraints). Other constraints cannotbe so expressed however, and we pursue here another strategy of structuralinhibition.This strategy, employed with respect to the overgeneration, is one dualto structural facilitation: it comprises controlled import into a logic L higherin the structural hierarchy of structural properties (non-associativitity) fromthe logic NL lower in the structural hierarchy. This was done in Morrill(1992) by means of categorial types formed under unary \bracket" ([ ]) and\antibracket") ([ ]�1) operators interpreted with respect to a unary brack-eting operation and its inverse. For this a translation embedding NL intoL+f[ ]; [ ]�1g, that is one in the reverse of the usual direction for substructuralembedding, was conjectured. In relation to linguistic matters, the domainoperators can be used to mark complex noun phrases, coordinate structures,sentencial subjects, and subjects of possessives as islands. In the versionpromoted here, rather than having two operators, de�ned with respect to anoperation and its inverse, we have one \bar" operator de�ned with respectto an operation which is self-inverse. This depopulates the algebra of inter-pretation of (apparently) linguistically inapplicable stacked bracketings andantibracketings while maintaining the treatment of constraints.2 The Structural Hierarchy: Gentzen SequentCalculusWe assume a set F of syntactic type (or: \category") formulas freely gener-ated from a set A of atoms thus:F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F(1)A sequent of the non-associative Lambek calculus NL, written � ) A, com-prises a succedent type A and an antecedent con�guration �, where thecon�gurations O are freely generated from formulas F as shown in (2).O = F j (O;O)(2)The theorems of NL are those sequents that can be generated from the ax-iomatic rule id, and the rules Cut, nL, nR, /L, /R, �L and �R. The notation�[�] here refers to a con�guration � with a distinguished subcon�guration �.



4This sequent calculus has the property of Cut-elimination (Lambek 1961),so that every theorem has a Cut-free proof.(3) a. idA ) A � ) A �[A] ) BCut�[�] ) Bb. � ) A �[B] ) CnL�[(�; AnB)] ) C (A;�) ) BnR� ) AnBc. � ) A �[B]) C/L�[(B=A;�)] ) C (�; A) ) B/R� ) B=Ad. �[(A;B)]) C�L�[A�B] ) C � ) A � ) B�R(�;�) ) A�BBy way of example, there is the following derivation of lifting, A ) B/(AnB):(4) A ) A B ) BnL(A, AnB) ) B/RA ) B/(AnB)A Gentzen-style calculus for the associative Lambek calculus L can beobtained by adding a structural rule of associativity to NL:(5) �[((�1;�2);�3)] ) AA�[(�1; (�2;�3))] ) A(Double lines indicate that rules are valid reading both up and down.) Then,for example division, B/A ) (B/C)/(A/C), which is not derivable in NL,can be obtained thus:



5(6) C ) C A ) A B ) B/L(A/C, C) ) A /L(B/A, (A/C, C)) ) BA((B/A, A/C), C) ) B/R(B/A, A/C) ) B/C /RB/A ) (B/C)/(A/C)The associative Lambek calculus may also be presented with associativitymade implicit. Con�gurations are generated under an n+1-ary constructor�; : : : ; �:O = F ; : : : ;F(7)Then the following rules also enjoy Cut-elimination (Lambek 1958):(8) a. idA ) A � ) A �1; A;�2 ) BCut�1;�;�2 ) Bb. � ) A �1; B;�2 ) CnL�1;�; AnB;�2 ) C A;� ) BnR� ) AnBc. � ) A �1; B;�2 ) C/L�1; B=A;�;�2 ) C �; A ) B/R� ) B=Ad. �1; A;B;�2 ) C�L�1; A�B;�2 ) C � ) A � ) B�R�;� ) A�BIn this format the proof (9) of division contains no explicit association step.



6(9) C ) C A ) A B ) B/LA/C, C ) A /LB/A, A/C, C ) B/RB/A, A/C ) B/C /RB/A ) (B/C)/(A/C)When we add also a structural rule of permutation (10) (or: exchange,or: commutativity) the result is the so-called Lambek-van Benthem calculusLL.(10) �1; A;B;�2 ) CP�1; B;A;�2 ) CThe distinction in directionality of implications collapses; for example wehave (11).(11) A ) A B ) BnLA, AnB ) BPAnB, A ) B/RAnB ) B/AThe non-directional implication and the product correspond to the linearimplication and tensor product of intuitionistic linear logic, these compris-ing what is referred to as the multiplicative fragment. There is the slightdi�erence that linear logic, but not the categorial calculi, may have emptyantecedents.The variations we have seen exist within what we may call the sublin-ear hierarchy. The structural hierarchy continues upwards to relevance logic(Anderson and Belnap 1975) and intuitionistic logic with addition of con-traction (12a) and weakening (or: monotonicity) (12b).



7(12) a. �1; A;A;�2 ) BC�1; A;�2 ) B b. �1;�2 ) B C�1; A;�2 ) BIn the following section we turn to a perspective on the hierarchy from thepoint of view of interpretation.3 Model Theory3.1 Multiplicative Operators and Groupoid Algebras:interpretive perspective on the structural hierar-chyWe get a tour of the substructural landscape, i.e. the space of logics ob-tained by dropping structural rules (Do�sen and Schroeder-Heister 1993), byconsidering interpretation with respect to various model structures, startingwith a groupoid algebra hL;+i which is simply a set L closed under a binaryoperation +. An interpretation is a mapping D of formulas into subsets of Lsuch that (cf. e.g. Lambek 1988):D(A�B) = fs1+s2js1 2 D(A) ^ s2 2 D(B)gD(AnB) = fsj8s0 2 D(A); s0+s 2 D(B)gD(B=A) = fsj8s0 2 D(A); s+s0 2 D(B)g(13)We refer to this scheme as interpretation by residuation. It de�nes a conse-quence relation j= between formulas thus:A j= B i� in all interpretations D(A) � D(B)(14)This gives us the theory of the non-associative Lambek calculus NL. Keep-ing the interpretation clauses and varying the algebra gives us a range ofsubstructural logics: non-associative Lambek calculus, associative Lambekcalculus, linear logic, relevance logic. If we impose the condition of associa-tivity (15) on the algebra of interpretation, we are dealing with semigroupalgebras hL;+i.s1+(s2+s3) = (s1+s2)+s3(15)



8This gives us associative Lambek calculus L, a version of non-commutativelinear logic. If we further impose the condition of commutativity (16) wehave commutative (or: Abelian) semigroup algebras hL;+i.s1+s2 = s2+s1(16)This gives the Lambek-van Benthem calculus, a version of (the multiplica-tive fragment of) linear logic. And if we further impose the condition ofidempotency (17) we have semi-lattice algebras hL;+i.s+s = s(17)This gives a version of relevance logic.1 The groupoid interpretation charac-terises the prosodic content to categorial classi�cation by types. But thereis also a semantic side given by the Curry-Howard \propositions as types"correspondence between proofs and lambda terms. When these are put to-gether we obtain a categorial logic of signs (prosodic/semantic associations)which is the framework for linguistic application.3.2 Type-logical Semantic InterpretationA set T of semantic type indices is freely generated from a set D of basicsemantic type indices thus:T = D j T ! T j T � T(18)Semantic interpretation of category formulas is in a many-sorted algebra withsorts f� j� 2 T g:hfD�g�2T ; f(� �)�1;�2g�1;�22T ; f(�; �)�1;�2g�1;�22T i(19)Here, fD�g�2T is a family of sets (semantic domains), a frame, such thatD�1!�2 is the set of all (set-theoretic) functions from D�1 to D�2 (functionspace) and D�1��2 is the set of all ordered pairs of objects from D�1 and D�2respectively (Cartesian product, or: cross product). For each �1; �2 2 T ,(� �)�1;�2 is application of the function that is its �rst operand, of type �1!�2,to the argument that is its second operand, of type �1, yielding a value of1We would arrive at intuitionistic logic by constraining D to satisfy persistence (or:heridity), s+s0 2 D(A) if s 2 D(A).



9type �2; and (�; �)�1;�2 is ordered pairing of its �rst operand, of type �1, to itssecond operand, of type �2, yielding an object of type �1��2.A type map is a function T from category formulas to semantic typessuch thatT (AnB) = T (B=A) = T (A)! T (B)T (A�B) = T (A)� T (B)(20)Working in the two dimensions, prosodic and semantic, to obtain a suitablelogic of signs, each formula A has an interpretation D(A) which is a set ofpairs of prosodic objects from L and semantic objects from T (A) (cf. Morrill1992a):D(A�B) = fhs1+s2; hm1;m2iijhs1;m1i 2 D(A) ^ hs2;m2i 2 D(B)gD(AnB) = fhs;mij8hs0;m0i 2 D(A); hs0+s;m(m0)i 2 D(B)gD(B=A) = fhs;mij8hs0;m0i 2 D(A); hs+s0;m(m0)i 2 D(B)g(21)4 Fitch-Style Proof TheoryWe use labelled deductive systems for presentation of proof calculi (Gabbay1991; see Moortgat 1991 for categorial application). In addition to a languageof formulas interpreted as sets of objects, there is de�ned some language ofterms (labels) interpreted as such objects. Statements of the form l: A assertthat the object represented by term l belongs to type A. Our labels willactually be pairings of prosodic and semantic terms, and we will present aFitch-style natural deduction for the type assignment system (Morrill 1993).4.1 Prosodic and Semantic termsFor groupoid models, a set P of prosodic terms is freely generated from aset K of prosodic constants and a denumerably in�nite set U of prosodicvariables thus:P = U j K j P+P(22)Each prosodic term � has an interpretation as an object in a groupoid alge-braic model structure, given in the obvious way.



10 To include the semantic side, typed lambda terms are de�ned and inter-preted as usual. Starting from a set C� of constants for each type � and adenumerably in�nite set V� of variables for each type � , the set S� of typedsemantic terms for each type � is freely generated thus:S� = C� j V� j (S� 0!� S� 0) j �1S��� 0 j �2S� 0��S� 0!� = �V� 0S�S��� 0 = (S� ;S� 0)(23)For labelled Fitch-style natural deduction for the non-associative Lambekcalculus NL there are the following rules of lexical insertion, subderivationhypothesis, and label manipulation.a: n: � � �: A for any lexical entry(24) b: n: a1 � x1: A1 H... ...n+m: am � xm: An Hc: n: � � �: A�0 � �0: A = n; if � = �0 & � = �0Then there are logical rules of elimination and introduction for each operator:a: n: � � �: Am:  � �: AnB(�+) � (� �): B En n;m(25) b: n: a � x: A Hm: (a+) �  : B unique a as indicated � �x : AnB In n;ma: n: � � �: Am:  � �: B=A(+�) � (� �): B E/ n;m(26)



11b: n: a � x: A Hm: (+a) �  : B unique a as indicated � �x : B=A I/ n;ma: n:  � �: A�Bm: a � x: A Hm+ 1: b � y: B Hp: �[(a+b)] � ![x; y]: D unique a and b as indicated�[] � ![�1�; �2�]: D E� n;m;m+ 1; p(27) b: n: � � �: Am: � �  : B(�+�) � (�; ): A�B I� n;mFor the Fitch-style presentation of the associative Lambek calculus L wemay add a prosodic equation:(�1+�2)+�3 = �1+(�2+�3)(28)Alternatively, the associative Lambek calculus can be given by representingassociative adjunction of n elements by an n-ary constructor: �+ : : :+�.Correspondingly, for the Lambek/van Benthem calculus we may add theprosodic equation (29):�+� = �+�(29)We shall see examples of derivations in the course of linguistic explication.5 Linguistic Application5.1 Left extractionThe facility of hypothetical reasoning of the associative Lambek calculus al-lows it to provide a rudimentary characterisation of long-distance dependencyconstructions such as relativisation and topicalisation in which a fronted ele-ment binds a \gap" at the periphery of an otherwise complete sentence; theincomplete sentence is analysed as S/N:a. (the book) whichi John talked about eib. Mozarti John talked about ei(30)



121. which � �x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)]: (CNnCN)/(S/N)2. John � j: N3. talked � talk: (NnS)/PP4. about � about: PP/N5. a � x: N H6. about+a � (about x): PP 4, 5 E/7. talked+about+a � (talk (about x)): NnS 3, 6 E/8. John+talked+about+a � ((talk (about x)) j): S 2, 7 En9. John+talked+about � �x((talk (about x)) j): S/N 5, 8 I/10. which+John+talked+about �(�x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)] �x((talk (about x)) j)): CNnCN 1, 9 E/11. which+John+talked+about ��y�z[(y z) ^ ((talk (about z)) j)]: CNnCN = 10Figure 1: derivation of `which John talked about'Example (30a) is derived as shown in Figure 1 in Fitch-style natural deduc-tion L with n-ary adjunction.However, such a treatment does not account for instances such as (31) inwhich the gap is medial.(the dog) whichi John saw ei today(31)This motivates extension providing for a certain amount of structural exibil-ity. Structural modalities (referred to as exponentials in linear logic) providefor local encoding of structural facilitation; see Girard (1987); Morrill, Leslie,Hepple and Barry (1990); Barry, Hepple, Leslie and Morrill (1991); Do�sen(1990); Moortgat and Morrill (1991).The general strategy is to provide (S4) modalities and to restrict appli-cation of structural rules to those instances in which the subcon�gurationsundergoing manipulation contain formulas bearing the requisite modalities.The S4 rules are that if a con�guration including A yields B then so doesthat con�guration with A instead of A, and that a con�guration yields Aif it yields A and all of its formulas are modal, i.e. bear as the principaloperator:



13(32) �[A] ) B L�[ A] ) B � ) A L� ) AModal inference in Fitch-style invokes the notion of modal subderivations(Fitch 1952). We indicate these by double vertical lines. These contain nohypotheses, but there is an import rule the application of which brings aformula into an existing modal subderivation, or creates a new one, and anexport rule which carries a formula out of a modal subderivation. Ordinaryformulas cannot be iterated into modal subderivations, but otherwise rulesapply as usual. For the minimal normal modal logic K import must be ac-companied by removal of a principal modal connective, and when formulasare exported a is added. For S4 we say that the modal operator may beoptionally removed during import, and is optionally added during export.A( )A imp(33) A( )A exp(34)Intuitivally import corresponds to transport to an arbitrary accessible possi-ble world (and the optionality of S4 box removal transitivity of accessibility),and export corresponds to a modal a�rmation made on the basis of a demon-stration in an arbitrary possible world (and the optionality of S4 box additionreexivity of accessibility). We shall see treatment of the structural aspectsin the examples of the next section.5.2 Model Theory for Structurally Facilitating Opera-torsIn Morrill (1992a) we introduce models that have structurally distinguishedprosodic subalgebras such that conditions like associativity and commuta-tivity hold when one of the participating elements belongs to the relevantsubalgebra. We shall discuss such interpretation here, and yet present trulymodal proof rules which are incomplete for the subalgebra interpretation.



14The remaining two sides of this square are covered by Venema (1993), whichprovides a complete proof theory for the subalgebra interpretation of struc-tural operators, and by Kurtonina (1993), which provides a modal interpre-tation of structural operators.Example: Associativity in NLFor controlled associativity inNL we interpret in an algebra hL;+; L0i wherehL0;+i is a subalgebra of hL;+i such that (35) obtains.s1+(s2+s3) = (s1+s2)+s3 if s1; s2 or s3 2 L0(35)We refer to this as an association subalgebra. The language F of categoryformulas of NL+fg is freely generated as follows:F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j F(36)The multiplicatives are interpreted in hL;+i as usual. In addition we haveD(A) = D(A) \ L0(37)(The semantic dimension of interpretation is inactive with respect to struc-tural modalities, for each of which the type map is T ( A) = T (A), so thereseems little point in spelling this dimension out explicitly.)In addition to the left and right Gentzen modality rules for , there isthe operational rule:(38) �[((�1;�2);�3)] ) AA, provided some �i is -ed�[(�1; (�2;�3))] ) AThe proof rule condition requires (at least) one of the participating sub-con�gurations to have all its formulas bearing . This corresponds to in-terpretation in an association subalgebra; by an associative subalgebra wewould mean one for which the association law holds provided all participat-ing elements belong to the subalgebra, and correspondingly all of �i wouldhave to be -ed. But it is the former possibility that we shall want to uselinguistically.The Fitch-style rules are thus:�: A�: ()A  imp(39)



151. which � �x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)]: (CNnCN)/(S/N)2. John � j: N3. likes � like: (NnS)/N4. a � x: N H5. a � x: N 4  imp6. a � x: N 5  exp7. (likes+a) � (like x): NnS 3, 6, E/8. (John+(likes+a)) � ((like x) j): S 2, 7 En9. ((John+likes)+a) � ((like x) j): S 4, 8 A10. (John+likes ) � �x((like x) j): S/N 4, 9 I/11. (which+(John+likes)) �(�x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)] �x((like x) j)): CNnCN 1, 10 E/12. (which+(John+likes)) � = 11�y�z[(y z) ^ ((like z) j)]: CNnCNFigure 2: Derivation of `which John likes' in NL+fg�: A�: ()A  exp(40) n: �: Bm: �[((�1+�2)+�3)]: A�[(�1+(�2+�3))]: A A n;m � = �in: �: Bm: �[(�1+(�2+�3))]: A�[((�1+�2)+�3)]: A A n;m � = �i(41)A minimal example is provided in labelled Fitch-style as shown in Fig-ure 2. We see here why it is the disjunctive as opposed to conjunctive for-mulation of structural modality which is useful: the latter would requiremodalities on all the elements required to participate in a restructuring.This is not enough however to generate medial extraction: S/N meansan element which combines with an N at its right periphery to form an S.



16Thus e.g. (42), where the object is missing from before the adverb, wouldnot be generated.the dog which John saw today(42)For this commutation would also be required.5.2.1 Example: Association and commutation in NLWe interpret in an algebra hL;+; L0i where hL0;+i is a subalgebra of hL;+isuch thats1+(s2+s3) = (s1+s2)+s3 if s1; s2 or s3 2 L0s1+s2 = s2+s1 if s1 or s2 2 L0(43)The language F of category formulas of NL+f4g is (44).F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j 4F(44)The multiplicatives are interpreted in hL;+i as usual. In addition we haveD(4A) = D(A) \ L0(45)Operational Gentzen rules are as follows:(46) �[((�1;�2);�3)] ) A4A, provided some �i is 4-ed�[(�1; (�2;�3))] ) A(47) �[(�1;�2)] ) C4P, provided some �i is 4-ed�[(�2;�1)] ) CApart from the rules of import and export, the Fitch-style presentationhas: n: �: 4Bm: �[((�1+�2)+�3)]: A�[(�1+(�2+�3))]: A 4A n;m � = �in: �: 4Bm: �[(�1+(�2+�3))]: A�[((�1+�2)+�3)]: A 4A n;m � = �i(48)



17n: �: 4Bm: �[(�1+�2)]: A�[(�2+�1)]: A 4P n;m � = �i(49)A derivation is shown in Figure 3.Example: Commutation in LWe interpret in an algebra hL;+; L0i where hL;+i is associative and hassubalgebra hL0;+i such thats1+s2 = s2+s1 if s1 or s2 2 L0(50)The language F of category formulas of L+f4g is given by (51).F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j 4F(51)The multiplicatives are interpreted in hL;+i as usual. In addition we have(52). D(4A) = D(A) \ L0(52)Assuming the Gentzen formulation with implicit associativity, the oper-ational rule is:(53) �1; A;B;�2 ) C4P, provided A or B is 4-ed�1; B;A;�2 ) CIn Fitch-style the operational rule is (54).n: �: 4Bm: �[�1+�2]: A�[�2+�1]: A 4P n;m � = �i(54)By way of example see Figure 4.



18 1. which � �x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)]: (CNnCN)/(S/4N)2. John � j: N3. saw � see: (NnS)/N4. today � today: (NnS)n(NnS)5. a � x: 4N H6. a � x: N 5 4 imp7. a � x: N 6 4 exp8. (saw+a) � (see x): NnS 3, 7 E/9. ((saw+a)+today) � (today (see x)): NnS 4, 8 En10. (John+((saw+a)+today)) �((today (see x)) j): S 2, 9 En11. (John+(saw+(a+today))) �((today (see x)) j): S 5, 10 4A12. (John+(saw+(today+a))) �((today (see x)) j): S 5, 11 4P13. (John+((saw+today)+a)) �((today (see x)) j): S 5, 12 4A14. ((John+(saw+today))+a) �((today (see x)) j): S 5, 13 4A15. (John+(saw+today)) � 5, 14 I/�x((today (see x)) j): S/4N16. (which+(John+(saw+today))) � 1, 15 E/(�x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)] �x((today (see x)) j)):CNnCN17. (which+(John+(saw+today))) ��y�z[(y z) ^ ((today (see z)) j)]: CNnCN = 16Figure 3: Derivation of `which John saw today' in NL+f4g



191. which � �x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)]: (CNnCN)/(S/4N)2. John � j: N3. saw � see: (NnS)/N4. today � today: (NnS)n(NnS)5. a � x: 4N H6. a � x: N 5 4 imp7. a � x: N 6 4 exp8. saw+a � (see x): NnS 3, 7 E/9. saw+a+today � (today (see x)): NnS 4, 8 En10. John+saw+a+today � ((today (see x)) j): S 2, 9 En11. John+saw+today+a � ((today (see x)) j): S 5, 10 P412. John+saw+today ��x((today (see x)) j): S/4N 5, 11 I/13. which+John+saw+today �(�x�y�z[(y z) ^ (x z)] �x((today (see x)) j)): CNnCN 1, 12 E/14. which+John+saw+today ��y�z[(y z) ^ ((today (see z)) j)]: CNnCN = 13Figure 4: Derivation of `which John saw today' in L+f4gWe shall note how, in addition to facilitating medial extraction, suchapparatus enables capture of the curious facts concerning verbs such as `as-sure', which exhibit a valency that can be satis�ed by extraction, but not bya canonical lexically realised complement (cf. Kayne 1984):a. (the man) who I assure you to be reliableb. *I assure you the man to be reliable.(55)Assignment of the verb to ((NnS)/VP)/4N characterises the facts.2 Here itis the modal and not just structural properties of the operator that we areable to exploit. Because A ) A is not generally valid, lexical material2In Morrill (1992) it is proposed that (Nn(S"N))/VP su�ces when a relative pronoun isR/(S"N). Sag (p.c.) has rightly indicated that that treatment fails when an `assure'-typeverb is subordinate in a relative clause; the version in the text here does not su�er thesame problem.



20cannot satisfy the modal valency. But a relative pronoun \gap subtype" ofcourse can, bearing as it does the modality.5.3 EmbeddingGirard (1987) shows how a particular translation faithfully embeds intu-itionistic logic into linear logic with a (contraction and weakening) modality.Morrill (1992) conjectured that the same translation works generally for thesubalgebra interpretations; this is proved in Venema (1993).5.4 Limitation: Island ConstraintsWe turn now to the respect in which associative Lambek calculus is linguis-tically too strong. As it stands it cannot respect constraints such as thefact that coordinate stuctures are islands to extraction (Coordinate Struc-ture Constraint) and that so also are complex noun phrases (e.g. ones withrelative clauses; Complex Noun Phrase Constraint), that subjects are islands(Subject Condition),3 and that the \subject" of a possessive clitic is an island(for such constraints see Ross 1967).:a. *the man thati [Mary likes Fred and John dislikes ei]b. *the man thati John met a woman [thatj ej=i loves ei=j]c. ?a topic whichi the professor of likes Maryd. *the man whoi John read [the brother of ei's] book(56)For capture of such constraints we invoke operators not for structural facili-tation, but for inhibition.5.5 Structural InhibitionMorrill (1992b) proposes introduction of bracketing and antibracketing oper-ators. The category formulas of L+ f[ ]; [ ]�1g are de�ned as shown in (57).3In Morrill (1992) the view was addressed that only sentential subjects are islands:a more demanding interpretation of the data since it must then be explained how whilesubordinate subjects cannot themselves extract from after a complementiser, their subex-pressions can. That treatment invokes an existential modality. The treatment in the texthere address the more conservative (and more easily characterisable) interpretation of thedata.



21F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j [ ]F j [ ]�1F(57)For interpretation we use algebras hL;+; [ � ]i where hL;+i is as for L and[ � ] is a unary operation. Antibracketing is to be de�ned by reference to theinverse of [ � ], and to avoid an asymmetric proof theory caused by [ � ]�1 beingonly a partial operation on L, it is best to require that [ � ] is 1{1. Then wehave: [ [ s ]�1 ] = [ [ s ] ]�1 = s(58)I.e. [ � ] and [ � ]�1 are a permutation and its inverse. Category formulas areinterpreted as usual, together with:D([ ]A) = f[ s ]js 2 D(A)gD([ ]�1A) = fsj[ s ] 2 D(A)g= f[ s ]�1js 2 D(A)g(59)(Note that the antibracket interpretation can be given in the second mannerprovided [ � ]�1 is a total function.) Again, the semantic dimension is invariantand we shall omit it except in examples.The Gentzen sequent con�gurations O for L + f[ ]; [ ]�1g are de�ned bymutual recursion with \atomic" con�gurations G as follows.O = G; : : : ;GG = F j [O ] j [O ]�1(60)There are the structural rules (61) for sequent metalanguage bracketing andantibracketing (in this context incomplete square brackets are used to indi-cate distinguished subcon�gurations).(61) �b[ [� ]�1 ]c ) A[ [ ]�1 ]�b�c ) A �b[ [� ] ]�1c ) A[ [ ] ]�1�b�c ) AThe logical rules are as follows:(62) [ � ]�1 ) A[ ]R� ) [ ]A �b[A ]c ) B[ ]L�b[ ]Ac ) B



22(63) [ � ] ) A [ ]�1R� ) [ ]�1A �b[A ]�1c ) B[ ]�1L�b[ ]�1Ac ) B5.5.1 Fitch-style proof theoryWe generate labels as follows:P = U j K j P+P j [P ] j [P ]�1(64)There is the following label equation:[ [� ] ]�1 = [ [� ]�1 ] = �(65)And there are the logical rules:a: n: �: A[� ]: [ ]A I[ ] n(66) b: n: �: A[� ]�1: [ ]�1A I[ ]�1 nc: n: �: [ ]A[� ]�1: A E[ ] nd: n: �: [ ]�1A[� ]: A E[ ]�1 n5.5.2 EmbeddingHypothesis. This allows embedding ofNL in L+f[ ]; [ ]�1g (Morrill 1992b):A `NL B i� jAj `L+f[ ];[ ]�1g jBj wherejAnBj = jAjn[ ]�1jBjjB=Aj = [ ]�1jBj=jAjjA�Bj = [ ](jAj�jBj)jAj = A for atomic A(67)



231: a: [ ](([ ]�1B=A)�A)2: [ a ]�1: ([ ]�1B=A)�A E[ ] 13: b: [ ]�1B=A H4: c: A H5: b+c: [ ]�1B E= 3; 46: [ b+c ]: B E[ ]�1 57: [ [ a ]�1 ]: B E� 2; 3; 4; 68: a: B = 79: d: Bn[ ]�1C H10: a+d: [ ]�1C En 8; 911: [ a+d ]: C E[ ]�1 1012: [ [ a+d ] ]�1: [ ]�1C I[ ]�1 1113: a+d: [ ]�1C = 1214: a: [ ]�1C=(Bn[ ]�1C) I= 9; 13Figure 5: Embedded proofFor example,(B/A)�A `NL C/(BnC)(68)j(B/A)�Aj = [ ](([ ]�1B/A) �A) and jC/(BnC)j = [ ]�1C/(Bn[ ]�1C). Theproof is given in Figure 5.5.5.3 Linguistic Application: Prosodic IslandsIn combine structural facilitation and bracketing structural inhibition inL+f[ ]; [ ]�1;4g with category formulas given as in (69).F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j [ ]F j [ ]�1F j 4F(69)For interpretation we use an algebra hL;+; [ . ]; L0i with hL0;+i a commutationsubalgebra of hL;+i, and apart from multiplicatives as usual there is:D(4A) = D(A) \ L0D([ ]A) = f[ s ]js 2 D(A)gD([ ]�1A) = fsj[ s ] 2 D(A)g(70)



24 1. the: N/CN2. professor: CN3. of: (CNnCN)/N4. physics: N5. likes: ([ ]NnS)/N6. Mary: N7. likes+Mary: [ ]NnS 6, 5 E/8. of +physics: CNnCN 4, 3, E/9. professor+of +physics: CN 2, 8, E/10. the+professor+of +physics : N 1, 9, E/11. [the+professor+of +physics] : [ ]N 10 I[ ]12. [the+professor+of +physics]+likes+Mary: S 7, 11, EnFigure 6: Derivation of `the professor of physics likes Mary'Then islands are de�ned thus:and := (Sn[ ]�1S)/Slikes := ([ ]NnS)/N's := Nn[ ]�1(N/CN)that := [ ]�1R/(S/4N)(71)There project prosodic forms (72).a. [[Mary]+likes+Fred+and+[John]+dislikes+Bill ]b. [John]+met+the+woman+[that+[Bill ]+loves ]c. [The+professor+of +physics]+likes+Maryd. [John]+read+[the+brother+of +Mary+'s]+book(72)For example, (72c) is derived as shown in Figure 6. Example (72a) is derivedas shown in Figure 7.That the bracketing creates islandood is illustrated by the fact that theinference to line 17 in Figure 8 is not licensed, because the bracketing blocksthe concluding line of the preceding subderivation from having the hypothet-ical prosodic variable as the right-hand operand of a + main connector; the(irrelevant) subject bracketing is suppressed here.



251. Mary: N2. likes: ([ ]NnS)/N3. Fred: N4. and: (Sn[ ]�1S)/S5. John: N6. dislikes: ([ ]NnS)/N7. Bill: N8. dislikes+Bill : [ ]NnS 6, 7 E/9. [ John ]: [ ]N 5 I[ ]10. [ John ]+dislikes+Bill : S 9, 8 En11. and+[ John ]+dislikes+Bill : Sn[ ]�1S 4, 10 E/12. likes+Fred: [ ]NnS 2, 3 E/13. [Mary ]: [ ]N 1 I[ ]14. [Mary ]+likes+Fred: S 12, 13 En15. [Mary ]+likes+Fred+and+[ John ]+dislikes+Bill : [ ]�1S 11, 14 En16. [[Mary ]+likes+Fred+and+[ John ]+dislikes+Bill ]: S 13 E[ ]�1Figure 7: Derivation of `Mary likes Fred and John dislikes Bill'6 Bar OperatorsAn inelegance of the bracket operators is that their interpretation populatesthe prosodic algebra with all kinds of antibracketing and stacked bracketingwhich is not exploited linguistically. This suggests searching for a way todepolulate the algebra. The way in which we propose to do that here willalso mean that only one structurally inhibiting operator will be required,rather than two.Both bracketing and antibracketing were necessary because we needed toproject islands both from the values of functors, and on to the arguments offunctors. The operators were interpreted with respect to an operation andits inverse respectively. The re�nement we suggest is that we interpret in-stead a single (pre�x) unary operator \bar", {, with respect to an operation� which is self-inverse, i.e. which satis�es the law of involution: s = s. Theterminology4 is intended to suggest blocking, barriers, barring, and so forth,4We might, of course, also mention Bar-Hillel!



26 1. which: (CNnCN)/(S/4N)2. Mary: N3. likes: (NnS)/N4. Fred: N5. and: (Sn[ ]�1S)/S6. John: N7. dislikes: (NnS)/N8. a: 4N H9. a: N 8 E410. dislikes+a: NnS 7, 9 E/11. John+dislikes+a: S 6, 10 En12. and+John+dislikes+a: Sn[ ]�1S 5, 11 E/13. likes+Fred: NnS 3, 4 E/14. Mary+likes+Fred: S 2, 13 En15. Mary+likes+Fred+and+John+dislikes+a: [ ]�1S 12, 14 En16. [Mary+likes+Fred+and+John+dislikes+a]: S 15 E[ ]�1*17. [Mary+likes+Fred+and+John+dislikes ]: S/4N 8, 16 I/Figure 8: Non-derivation of `Mary likes Fred and John dislikes'and to plausibly support involution: if it's barred that you're barred, presum-ably you're back where you started. There is also a resemblance to bars asin X-bar syntax (Jackendo� 1972) in that both deal with vertical projectionsand dominance (as opposed to horizontal linear word order), but the latter'sstacking of bar features is precisely what involution collapses: rather thanby distinct levels of stacking, discriminations will be made through di�erentkinds of bar (multimodally de�ned and perhaps with interactions).The category formulas then are as in (73).F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j {F(73)In the model theory for bar operators we have algebras hL;+; �i where hL;+iis as for L and � is such thats = s(74)



27I.e. it is self-inverse. Then:D({A) = fsjs 2 D(A)g(75)The con�gurations O of Gentzen sequents are again de�ned by mutualrecursion with atomic con�gurations G:O = G; : : : ;GG = F j O(76)There is the structural rule (77) for sequent metalanguage barring.(77) �b�c ) A=�b�c ) AThe logical rules are as follows:(78) � ) A {R� ) {A �bAc ) B {L�b{Ac ) B6.1 Fitch-style proof theoryLabels are generated as follows:P = U j K j P+P j P(79)There is the prosodic label equation (80).� = �(80)The logical Fitch rules are:n: �: A�: {A I{ nn: �: {A�: A E{ n(81)



28 1: a: {(({B=A)�A)2: a: ({B=A)�A E{ 13: b: {B=A H4: c: A H5: b+c: {B E= 3; 46: b+c: B E{ 57: a: B E� 2; 3; 4; 68: a: B = 79: d: Bn{C H10: a+d: {C En 8; 911: a+d: C E{ 1012: a+d: {C I{ 1113: a+d: {C = 1214: a: {C=(Bn{C) I= 9; 13Figure 9: Embedded proof6.1.1 EmbeddingHypothesis. This allows embedding ofNL in L+f{g: A `NL B i� jAj `L+f�gjBj wherejAnBj = jAjn{jBjjB=Aj = {jBj=jAjjA�Bj = {(jAj�jBj)jAj = A for atomic A(82)For example,(B/A)�A `NL C/(BnC)(83)j(B/A)�Aj = {(({B/A) �A) and jC/(BnC)j = {C/(Bn{C). The proof is givenin Figure 9.6.1.2 Linguistic Application: Prosodic IslandsThe structurally inhibiting bar operator can be used in conjunction withstructurally facilitating operators to characterise the same phenomena as



29those treated by bracketing. We de�ne category formulas as follows:F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j {F j 4F(84)Interpretation is in an algebra hL;+; �; L0i with hL0;+i a commutation subal-gebra of the associative hL;+i, and such that apart from multiplicatives asusual there is interpretation as in (85):D(4A) = D(A) \ L0D({A) = fsjs 2 D(A)g(85)Then islands are de�ned thus:and := (Sn{S)/Slikes := ({NnS)/N's := Nn{(N/CN)that := {R/(S/4N)(86)These generate the following prosodic forms.a. Mary+likes+Fred+and+John+dislikes+Billb. John+met+the+woman+that+Bill+lovesc. The+professor+of +physics+likes+Maryd. John+read+the+brother+of+Mary+'s+book(87)Since the domain projection and islandhood is obtained in essentially thesame, but a simpli�ed, manner we repeat just (87a) in Figure 10.6.2 Subject extractionSubject extraction following a complementiser is ungrammatical (the FixedSubject Constraint of Bresnan 1972, or `that'-trace e�ect):*(the man) who(m)i John believes that ei walks(88)But subject extraction is grammatical when it is from a sentence which isnot complementised:(the man) who(m)i John believes ei walks(89)A categorial treatment licensing such extraction which follows naturally fromthose of GPSG and HPSG assigns to a sentence-embedding verb the type



301. Mary: N2. likes: ({NnS)/N3. Fred: N4. and: (Sn{S)/S5. John: N6. dislikes: ({NnS)/N7. Bill: N8. dislikes+Bill : {NnS 6, 7 E/9. John: {N 5 I{10. John+dislikes+Bill : S 9, 8 En11. and+John+dislikes+Bill : Sn{S 4, 9 E/12. likes+Fred: {NnS 2, 3 E/13. Mary: {N 1 I{14. Mary+likes+Fred: S 12, 13 En15. Mary+likes+Fred+and+John+dislikes+Bill : {S 11, 14 En16. Mary+likes+Fred+and+John+dislikes+Bill : S 15 E{Figure 10: Derivation of `Mary likes Fred and John dislikes Bill'VP/(S_(VP�4N)) rather than simply VP/S, where VP is ({NnS). For useof the disjunction see Morrill (1990, 1992), which explains how the semanticsis conditioned to the di�erent syntactic categories.. The approach adoptedhere resolves a puzzle in a common British English dialect which allowsthe \object" or \accusative" relative pronoun `whom' to bind downstairs\subject/nominative" positions, but not upstairs ones:a. (Bill believes) he/*him walks.b. (the man) whom Bill believes ei walksc. *(the man) whom walks(90)Assignment of type R/(S/4N) (or equivalently: R/(4NnS)) to `whom' al-ready predicts binding of object and downstairs nominative positions licensedas above, and non-binding of upstairs nominative positions (marked as islandsas above). The relative pronoun `who', which has the wider distribution alsobinding upstairs nominative positions, is given the wider distribution, butone still prohibiting downstairs `that'-trace violaton, by assignment to thetype the type R/((Nu4N)nS). (Again, for the conjunction see Morrill 1992;



31in this case the semantics is the same for the options that exist as semanticalternatives.)6.3 Di�erential Penetrability of IslandsDomains may be penetrated by some �llers, but not by others:a. the man whoi Mary went to London [without speaking to ei]b. *the man [to whom]i Mary went to London [withoutspeaking ei](91)To deal with such a situation we invoke two di�erent notions of bracketing andpermutation: weak and strong, with the former subscripted by %. Categoryformulas F are generated thus:F = A j F�F j FnF j F=F j {%F j {F j 4%F j 4F(92)For prosodic interpretation we use an algebra hL;+; �%; �; L%; L0i such thathL;+i is a semigroup, and hL%;+i and hL0;+i are commutation subalgebrasof hL;+i such that (93) obtains.s%+s0 = s+s0% if s0 2 L0s0+s% = s0+s% if s0 2 L0(93)Apart from the usual interpretation of multiplicatives, we have:D(4%A) = D(A) \ L%D(4A) = D(A) \ L0D({%A) = fs%js 2 D(A)gD({A) = fsjs 2 D(A)g(94)Labelled Fitch-style structural rules for the permutors are as follows.a: m: �: 4%Bn: �[�1+�2]: A�[�2+�1]: A 4%P m;n; � = �1 or �2(95) b: m: �: 4Bn: �[�1+�2]: A�[�2+�1]: A 4P m;n; � = �1 or �2



32 a: m: �: 4Bn: �[�1%+�2]: A�[�1+�2%]: A 4B m;n; � = �1 or �2(96) b: n: �: 4Bm: �[�1+�2%]: A�[�1+�2%]: A 4B n;m; � = �1 or �2a: m: �: 4Bn: �[�%1 +�2]: A�[�1+�2%]: A 4B m;n; � = �1 or �2(97) b: n: �: 4Bm: �[�1+�2%]: A�[�1+�%2 ]: A 4B n;m; � = �1 or �2Then e.g. given the following `whom' but not `to whom' can bind into theadverbial (and neither can bind into relative clauses, cf. the CNPC).to whom := {R/(S/4%PP)who := {R/(S/4N)without := {%((NnS)n(NnS))/VP(98)A canonical form is generated as shown in Figure 11. The nominal extractionis obtained as in Figure 12. The corresponding prepositional extraction isnot obtained because the weak boundary penetrating equation between lines14 and 15 depends on the prosodic variable a of the subderivation hypothesisat line 7 being of 4-type, whereas the gap subtype of the prepositional �lleris only of 4%-type.55In Morrill (1992) the di�erential penetration is treated by through use of " for ex-traction. However that \one step" means of extraction, as opposed to the \localised step"means using structural modalities, seems to have a less natural interaction with structuralinhibition.



33
1. Mary: N2. went+to+London: NnS3. without: {%((NnS)n(NnS))/VP4. speaking: VP/PP5. to: PP/N6. John: N7. to+John: PP E/ 5, 68. speaking+to+John: VP E/ 4, 79. without+speaking+to+John: {%((NnS)n(NnS)) E/ 3, 810. without+speaking+to+John%: (NnS)n(NnS) E{% 911. went+to+London+without+speaking+to+John%: NnS En 2, 1012. Mary+went+to+London+without+speaking+to+John%: S En 1, 11Figure 11: Derivation of `Mary went to London without speaking to John'



34
1. who: {R/(S/4N)2. Mary: N3. went+to+London: NnS4. without: {%((NnS)n(NnS))/VP5. speaking: VP/PP6. to: PP/N7. a: 4N H8. a: N E4 79. to+a: PP E/ 6, 810. speaking+to+a: VP E/ 5, 911. without+speaking+to+a: {%((NnS)n(NnS)) E/ 4, 1012. without+speaking+to+a%: (NnS)n(NnS) E{% 1113. went+to+London+without+speaking+to+a%: NnS En 3, 1214. Mary+went+to+London+without+speaking+to+%: S En 2, 1315. Mary+went+to+London+without+speaking+to%+a: S = 1416. Mary+went+to+London+without+speaking+to%: S/4N I/ 7, 1517. who+Mary+went+to+London+without+speaking+to%: {�1R E/ 1, 16Figure 12: Derivation of `who Mary went to London without speaking to'
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